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Background
It is essential that the processes used for literature searching and selecting 
studies for inclusion in systematic reviews reliably identify retracted papers  
so they  are not unwittingly included. There is, however, evidence that  
retracted papers continue to be cited without reference to the retraction.1,2  
In 2009 multiple papers authored by Dr Scott S Reuben were retracted due to 
falsification of data. We used these citations to investigate whether databases 
and journals recorded the information on retraction appropriately.

Objectives 
To investigate 1) whether three bibliographic databases recorded notices of 
retraction in a clear and timely way and 2) whether electronic journals displayed 
information about retractions in a way that prevented inadvertent use of 
fraudulent research data. 

Methods 
In the first stage of our investigation we searched  MEDLINE, EMBASE and 
CENTRAL databases for 18 papers by Reuben that were known to have been 
formally retracted, based on retraction notices. We carried out this exercise 6 
months after the first retraction notices were available and noted whether the 
database recorded that each of the articles was retracted. 
In the second stage of the investigation we considered how electronic journals 
dealt with retractions. By that date retraction notices for 24 papers from nine 
journals were available. We retrieved one paper from each of the nine electronic 
journals and assessed whether it was possible to identify the study as being 
retracted by:
n scanning the contents page of the relevant issue of the online journal to 

establish whether the contents page indicated that it was a retracted paper
n viewing the html copy of the paper to see whether it was clear that the paper 

had been retracted 
n viewing the PDF of the paper (if available) to see whether it was clear that 

the paper had been retracted

Results
In our case study, all of the retracted papers identified on MEDLINE had been 
annotated appropriately as compared to 6% of EMBASE records and 80% of 
CENTRAL records.  It was easier to identify MEDLINE records as retracted as 
they are more consistently  and clearly annotated.  EMBASE records are more 
problematic as, even when the retraction notice is available, the original record 
is not annotated to indicate that the paper has been retracted.

MEDLINE   note of retraction after title, statement of “retracted publication” status

EMBASE   no note of retraction after title, no statement of “retracted publication” status

Cochrane CENTRAL Register of Controlled Trials performed reasonably well 
although information about retractions was not always presented consistently 
or clearly. There were instances of duplicate records where one record gave 
information about retraction and the other did not. In the example here the note 
of retraction can easily be overlooked.

In the recording of retractions in electronic journals there was considerable 
variability across journals in how clearly they annotated that a paper had been 
retracted.  This was surprising given that electronic journals could easily and 
reliably annotate retracted articles compared to paper journals.  Best practice 
was when the retraction was clearly labelled in the title of the article on the 
contents page, with a link to the retraction notice and “RETRACTION” had been 
embedded as a watermark in the PDF of the full paper.
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Conclusions
Lack of consistency in how databases and electronic journals record retractions 
and the time taken to record the retractions make it difficult for researchers and 
information specialists to identify retracted studies and extra care is needed 
to ensure that they are not included in systematic reviews. To ensure that any 
retracted data is identified, it should be standard practice in all systematic 
reviews to check the final list of included studies against MEDLINE.
Although guidance exists for both publishers and authors it is not being 
consistently followed3-5.
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